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Females pay a higher price for addiction
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Clinical evidence suggests that females are more vulnerable to
drug addiction than males, transitioning from recreational use to
abuse more rapidly and exhibiting a higher risk of relapse [1, 2].
Rodent models of addiction support these sex differences and
indicate that females may be more susceptible to cocaine self-
administration and relapse than males due to biological factors,
including cycling ovarian hormones and organizational differ-
ences in neurobiology. Among females, enhanced cocaine-
motivated behaviors are associated with phases of the
menstrual (human) or estrous (rodent) cycle when circulating
levels of estrogen are elevated, such as the follicular (human) or
pro/estrus (rodent) phases (Fig. 1a). Compared to low estrogen
levels, females with high circulating estrogen demonstrate
greater cocaine craving and heightened subjective effects of
cocaine. However, the ovarian hormone cycle may play a
broader role in cocaine addiction by influencing the formation
of associations between cocaine and environmental cues. Cues
are theorized to acquire incentive motivational properties due
to their association with drug delivery, and they can exert
powerful control over drug seeking, often precipitating craving
and relapse even after months of abstinence [3]. According to a
recent rodent study [4], estrous cycle stage may play a crucial
role in establishing Pavlovian associations among contextual
cues and cocaine. Females in pro/estrus exhibit enhanced
conditioned cocaine reward, forming stronger cocaine-cue
associations compared to females in diestrus. These findings
suggest that female vulnerability to addiction may extend to the
influence of drug-paired stimuli and have significant conse-
quences for craving and relapse prevention.
In this issue, Johnson et al. [5] examine whether estrous cycle

stage at time of conditioning of cocaine cues influences the
motivational impact of those cues on future cocaine self-
administration. Standard preclinical drug self-administration pro-
cedures often present cue lights and/or tones prior to or
coincident with response-contingent i.v. drug infusions and thus
preclude the consideration of cue learning in the absence of acute
drug reinforcement. Here, Pavlovian conditioning is used to
establish cocaine-cue associations independently of cocaine self-
administration (Fig. 1b). Then, using Pavlovian-to-instrumental
transfer (PIT), the incentive motivational properties of the
conditioned cue can be evaluated by measuring its ability to
invigorate or potentiate instrumental responding for cocaine
(Fig. 1c). As stage-specific experimental testing is inherently
constrained by the 4-day estrous cycle, a threshold self-
administration procedure was chosen that examines multiple
doses of cocaine and provides independent assessment of both
consummatory and motivational aspects of cocaine self-
administration within a single session. Principles of behavioral
economics can be applied to determine preferred cocaine

consumption at low response costs (Q0) and also the highest
price paid to maintain stable cocaine intake (Pmax).
Results reveal a critical role for cues conditioned in pro/estrus in

enhancing motivation for cocaine. No sex-dependent or cycle-
dependent differences in cocaine self-administration were
demonstrated in the absence of cues, and when presented non-
contingently during the threshold cocaine self-administration
session, conditioned cues did not affect Q0 or cocaine consump-
tion under unrestrained conditions. However, cues previously
paired with non-contigent i.v. cocaine infusions during pro/estrus
—but not in diestrus or in males—potently elevated Pmax or
maximal price paid compared to sessions without the cue present
(Fig. 1c). Therefore, females presented with pro/estrus-conditioned
cues exert greater effort or pay a much higher price for each
milligram of cocaine compared to control conditions. Importantly,
this incentive motivational effect of the pro/estrus-conditioned
cue was not dependent on current cycle stage, revealing the
broad impact of phase-specific conditioning on future motivated
behavior.
Lack of sex-dependent and estrous cycle-dependent differences

in cocaine self-administration in the absence of discrete cues is
noteworthy. This suggests that previous sex differences in cocaine
self-administration may be largely driven by cocaine-paired cues.
However, robust sex differences are generally revealed at low-to-
moderate cocaine doses and under extended access conditions
[6]. Therefore, the current study may not be optimized to confirm
sex and/or estrous cycle effects shown previously. Rather, the
conditions of the present study are well-suited to isolate the
effects of cocaine-paired cues due to the absence of overt
baseline sex and cycle differences. Future work may reveal
interactions between pro/estrus-conditioned cocaine cues and
current cycle status, but the present study contributes to our
growing understanding of the complexity of cue-mediated factors
that interact to promote and sustain sex differences in cocaine
addiction.
Additional experiments demonstrate that cocaine-conditioned

cues themselves support operant behavior and recruit brain
regions associated with cocaine seeking. On Day 1 and Day 30
after cocaine self-administration training, conditioned cues were
used to reinforce lever-pressing in the absence of cocaine (Fig. 1d).
On Day 30, cues conditioned during pro/estrus maintained
instrumental responding at greater levels than cues conditioned
during diestrus or in males. Further, these same cues differentially
activated striatal regions critical for motivated behavior. Specifi-
cally, responding for cues conditioned in pro/estrus compared to
the other conditions elevated c-Fos expression in the dorsolateral
striatum and nucleus accumbens shell and core, where c-Fos was
positively correlated with cue seeking. Together, these findings
underscore cycle-dependent differences in cue conditioning and
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identify neural substrates that may contribute to persistent cue-
induced cocaine seeking in females.
Overall, this study by Johnson et al. [5] highlights a

fundamental but previously unexplored role played by the
estrous cycle in promoting female vulnerability to addiction.
Cocaine-paired cues—by virtue of being conditioned during pro/
estrus—gain heightened incentive motivational value that
invigorates cocaine intake regardless of current estrous cycle
status. Cocaine reward and/or associative learning processes may
be enhanced during pro/estrus compared to diestrus, and this is
supported by prior work demonstrating estrus-specific increases
in brain stimulation reward [7], cocaine conditioned place
preference [4], and incubation of cocaine craving [8]. Together,
these findings suggest a potential feed-forward mechanism
whereby potentiated cocaine reward learning in pro/estrus
engenders cocaine-paired cues with augmented incentive
properties that serve to promote future and ongoing cocaine-
seeking behavior. In light of the escalating opioid epidemic and
the recent legalization of cannabis, additional investigations will
be required to determine if these effects generalize to other
classes of abused drugs. These findings, however, undoubtedly
add to our understanding of susceptibility to addiction in females
and will likely have important implications for both the etiology
and treatment of drug abuse.
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Fig. 1 a Left: Relative levels of circulating estrogen and progesterone across the follicular and luteal phases of the 28-day human menstrual
cycle. Right: Relative levels of circulating estrogen and progesterone across the pro/estrus and diestrus phases of the 4-day rodent estrous
cycle. b Upper: Initially, males rats and female rats in either pro/estrus or diestrus underwent Pavlovian conditioning to pair i.v. cocaine
infusions with the presentation of a cue light (“paired” sessions). Lower: To control for non-specific pairing effects, separate groups of rats also
experienced i.v. cocaine infusions in the absence of the cue light (“unpaired” sessions). c Upper: In the threshold or “behavioral economics”
procedure, rats self-administered i.v. cocaine under a fixed-ratio 1 schedule of reinforcement across trials with a descending series of cocaine
unit doses. As unit doses decreased, the price or number of responses per milligram of cocaine increased. This allowed measurement of the
maximal unit price paid or Pmax, a metric of appetitive or motivated behavior. To assess the incentive motivational value of the cocaine-
conditioned cues on these measures, a subset of sessions were performed in the presence of the cue (Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer or
“PIT”). Lower: Notably, compared to the “no cue” condition, cues paired with i.v. cocaine during pro/estrus enhanced motivation for cocaine by
increasing Pmax in females independent of their current cycle status. This potentiating effect was absent for cues conditioned during diestrus
and in males. d Upper: In the absence of cocaine, rats lever-pressed for presentations of the conditioned cue on Day 1 and Day 30 after the
last cocaine self-administration session. Lower: On Day 30 but not Day 1, females responded more for cocaine cues conditioned during pro/
estrus vs. diestrus or in males
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